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SUMMARY
The performance of a series of low-speed wind tunnels designed to operate at various

maximum pressures ranging from 2 to 5 atmospheres is estimated and compared with the
performance of a similar atmospheric tunnel on the basis of capital cost and power input.
The choiceof the design of a new tunnel is usually inflenced by cost and potter cansidera- 41
lions and it is important to provide the most capable design and to maximize per/brmance
within given limits of these variables.

Pressurization ofers a major advantage in allowing RN and MN effects to be inrestigated
separately. This can be particularly important for tests of modern aircraft configurations
at high lift. For the same capital cost and power consumption pressurization allows the "
maximum RN and !IN to be increased substantially, but the working section ismuchsmaller.
This may make it difficult to satisfy some test requirements particularlv for VISTOL air- --

craft. Models fir a pressurized tunnel are also more complex and may be more costly
because they must withstand much higher aerodynamic loads.

To illustrate the ef/.Jcts q tunnel pressurization the analysis is applied to a tandem
section low-speed tunnel previously suggested as suitable for future Australian test
requirements.
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NOTATION

A cross section area of the working section of the Wind Tunnel

A, characteristic surface area on which lift coefficient is based 0

Ad surface area of cooling pipes

A. cross sectional area based on normal tensile or compressive stress

A, cross sectional area based on shear stress

b cost factor 0

C capital cost

CL lift coefficient = L/(p V
2 A,)

Cd. capital cost of main drive and cooling system

Cf skin friction coefficient 0

c wing chord

cP specific heat at constant pressure

D drag force

d diameter of sting S

d. diameter of cooling pipes

E modulus of elasticity

e cost factor
S force along x axis

F, force along y axis

F. force along z axis

f Cd,/C = main drive and cooling system cost factor

fmp/ra cost factor S

G modulus of elasticity in shear

g pressurization cost factor

h heat transfer coefficient

I. moment of inertia about x axis S

JM. polar moment of inertia about z axis

K (Np/N.) (rip/q.) (I -k,p--k 2,)/(l -k 2.)

Kr friction loss coefficient

K, pressure loss coefficient

Ko total loss coefficient for a given component of the tunnel circuit

K, mass of stored air/(mass of air in tunnel)

S

, -" %" -
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K, volume of air in tunnel/(tunnel length scale)3

k thermal conductivity

k NI/N - pressurization power ratio

k2  NC/N = cooling power ratio - ' .

L lift force

I tunnel length scale 9

model length scale

l, sting length scale

MN Mach number

M. Moment about x axis 0

MY Moment about y axis

MZ Moment about z axis

m cost factor

mt compressor air mass flow rate 0

N total power input

Nc power required for cooling system

Np power required for pressurization system " .

Nt power required to move the air around the tunnel circuit

N. Nusselt number hd/k

n cost factor

P pressure

P. Prandtl number = cop/k -

P, pressure ratio across compressor stage

P. pressure of stored air above tunnel design pressure

Q total heat transfer

q dynamic pressure

R characteristic gas constant

Rd Reynolds number based on diameter of cylinder

RN Reynolds number

r Reynolds number length scale factor 0

S number of stages in compressor (integer)

S. cost of air storage as a proportion of total cost excluding the cost of the drive and
cooling systems ..

T temperature (" absolute) 0

T, air temperature at entrance to compressor (0 absolute)

V freestream velocity in working section

V, local freestream velocity

v polytropic index of compression 0



.. - -.- ; ---..--

x x axis of cartesion coordinate system 0
y y axis of cartesion coordinate system

ZM. polar 'section modulus' about z axis (polar moment of inertia/distance to fibre

considered)

Z. section modulus about x axis

ZY section modulus about y axis 0

z z axis of cartesion coordinate system

aangle of attack

6 small increment in variable

I tunnel efficiency (or energy ratio)

?1 compressor and compressor drive efficiency

0. mean temperature difference

0. sting deflection

OY deflection in the y axis direction 0

A time to fill air storage containers

/p dynamic viscosity of air

p density of air

normal tensile or compressive stress 0

OFz normal stress due to force along z axis

aMX normal stress due to moment along x axis

amy normal stress due to moment along y a xis

T shear stress S

TFx shear stress due to force along x axis

TFy shear stress due to force along y axis
TMz shear stress due to moment about z axis

angle of twist about z axis 0

Subscripts

a atmospheric tunnel

D design condition

E extracted from tunnel circuit

I input to tunnel circuit

m model

p pressurized tunnel

X x axis

y y axis

z z axis 0



1. INTRODUCTION

One of the main advantages of pressurizing a low-speed wind tunnel is that it enables the 0
effects of scale and compressibility to be investigated separately. Compressibility effects have
become more significant in modern high performance aircraft operating at low free-stream Mach
numbers (less than _ 0.4, refs 3, 4) and it is important to take these effects into account when
predicting performance. For example, in tests of rotor tip profiles and high lift wings, very high
local velocities (approaching Mach 1) can develop and lead to local shocks and separations
wich reduce the performance substantially.', The effect of MN and RN on the maximum S
lift coefficient of a typical high lift wing are shown in Figure 1 (ref. 3). If the tests had been carried
out in an atmospheric tunnel only the results along the line marked 'atmospheric' would have
been obtained. As well as influencing the lift coefficient compressibility can also significantly
affect other performance parameters such as drag, pitching moment and stall. In addition, a
pressurized tunnel may also have the advantage of a higher test RN than an atmospheric tunnel -

and this can be particularly important in tests of high lift wings and V/STOL aircraft. 0

However, pressurized low-speed tunnels have disadvantages. Both tunnel and model design
are more complicated, and capital, operating and model costs would be higher for a working
section of the same size. Pressurized tunnels are also less convenient to operate and are usually
less suitable for acoustic testing.6 Slotted working sections can still be used to alleviate wall .
effects, but they require a fully enclosed outer shell. 0

In Europe, two pressurized low-speed tunnels, the RAE 5 m tunnel3 and the ONERA Fl
tunnel,7 have been built in the last decade. These tunnels can be pressurized up to 3 and 4 atmos-
pheres respectively, and their specifications are briefly summarized in Table 1. In both cases it
was considered essential to be able to investigate Reynolds number and Mach number effects
separately, particularly for aircraft in the high lift landing configuration, and it was this require- •
ment which led to the tunnels being pressurized. This indicates that, at least as far as some
European testing is concerned, the benefits of pressurization outweigh the drawbacks. On the
other hand, The Netherlands and the Federal Republic of Germany have recently combined
their resources and constructed a new low-speed tunnel which cannot be pressurized, but which
has interchangeable working sections;" details are given in Table 1.

Any major new low-speed wind tunnel will cost many millions of dollars and there will
probably be a limit on the funds available for its construction. It is therefore very important to
ensure that the most versatile tunnel with the 'best' performance is provided within a given
cost constraint. Economy of operation is also very important. Currently, owing to the high-cost
of energy, power costs are a significant part of the overall running expense and it is therefore
necessary to minimize the power requirement. For example, since power varies directly with S
pressure, the square of the linear scale, and the cube of the air speed, less power would be used
in obtaining a specified Reynolds number by increasing the pressure in the circuit than by in-
creasing either the linear dimensions or the air speed.

In the following sections the performance of a low-speed wind tunnel designed to operate
at various maximum pressures ranging from 2 to 5 atmospheres is estimated and compared with _ S
the performance of a similar atmospheric tunnel on the basis of capital cost and power input.
Additional factors to allow for some non-similarity in the design can be incorporated in the
analysis if necessary. For example, it may be cheaper to build an atmospheric tunnel with rec-
tangular sections throughout the circuit, but circular sections may be structurally preferable -.-

for a pressurized tunnel. -
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2. CAPITAL COST AND RELATIVE PERFORMANCE OF SIMILAR PRESSURIZED
AND ATMOSPHERIC TUNNELS

2.1 Capital Cost 5

The capital cost of a wind tunnel that can be pressurized above about 2 bar will be signifi-
cantly greater than an atmospheric tunnel of the same size. This extra cost arises because:

1. the shell must be built from steel3 or relatively thick reinforced concrete,7 whereas
timber, concrete, or thin steel, will suffice for an atmospheric tunnel;

2. maximum productivity and convenience of operation require a pressure shell to be
placed around the entire working area with doors opening to the tunnel circuit and to
atmosphere to enable access for both models and personnel by depressurizing only the
working section part of the circuit, (in the RAE 5 m tunnel this enables repressurization to S
3 atmospheres in eleven minutes compared with forty-five minutes for the whole circuit);

3. compressors, air-storage, air-driers, piping and connectors are required to improve
productivity and avoid prohibitively high pumping capacity and pumping power;

4. the shell must be pressure tested.

As an indication of relatiN costs, Spence and Spee9 estimated that the total capital cost of a
major tunnel designed to be pressurized to three atmospheres would be nearly four times the cost
of an atmospheric tunnel of the same size. Capital cost includes the cost of the shell and its
components, the working section and pressure isolation chamber, cooling system, compressors,
air storage, drive system, balances, stings and control and electrical systems, as well as pressure
testing the circuit. However, the cost of the air supply may be partly offset if it can be used
as an auxiliary air supply for model tests, such as in jet simulation work. The cost of the site,
site preparation and any buildings or offices associated with the tunnels is not included.

If the tunnel is only pressurized to 2 bar or less the cost of the shell will not increase greatly 0
(provided it is steel or concrete) because it can normally withstand pressures up to around 2 bar
without a significant increase in thickness, but there will be additional costs for the air supply,
piping, compressors and the working section. If significantly lower productivity can be accepted
then the elaborate pressure shell around the working section may be deleted. In addition, if a
supply of air at the required pressure is already available at the tunnel site then a significant
portion of this extra cost may also be eliminated. S

In the following analysis the overall capital cost is considered in broad terms (not on the
basis of the cost of each individual component) in order to estimate the relative performance of
similar atmospheric and pressurized tunnels. Costing data indicate that the capital cost of an
atmospheric tunnel of a given design can be expressed as proportional to the cross-sectional
area of the working section (or the smaller section of a tandem design) plus the cost of the main
drive and cooling systems as: •

C. n.."a+Cd.. (I)

The cost of the main drive and cooling systems are treated separately because their cost depends
on the power innut to the tunnel circuit. For a similar pressurized tunnel with a maximum
design pressure ranging from 2 to 5 atmospheres the capital cost can be written as: S

C., =nPAP m + Cdc.p (2)

The cost of the pressurization system is included in the term n1P,4A P, and thae subscripts p and a
refer to the pressurized and atmospheric tunnel respectively. Expressing the cost of the main

3



drive and cooling systems as Cda€. =faC. and Cd,,p =fpCp, then the relative sectional area of -

the tunnels is obtained from:
A8 = gArc T[C 8 /CpJ'/"'a[(I -f.)/(l f4)i/ma (3) -

where

g (n,/n)ima andf, mp/m.. (4)

2.2 Power Input

In addition to capital cost, the other major expense is the cost of the power, and this is
con~idered on a relative power input basis. Owing to the current high cost of energy the cost of
the power consumed can be a very large proportion of the overall running costs so it is important .
to minimize the power input. All other expenses, such as personnel, data gathering and analysis, S
and maintenance, are not considered, or alternatively they may be considered to be the same for
each type of tunnel.

The power required to move the air around the tunnel circuit is taken as Nt - 1.pV3 A/,,
where ?I is ratio of energy of the air in the working section to the input energy and is a measure -

of the tunnel efficiency. This approach is satisfactory for estimating relative performance of .. .

similar atmospheric and pressurized tunnels when their detailed design is not finalized, but the 0
more rigorous approach of summing the predicted losses of individual components should be
adopted to determine actual performance when the designs are in their final stages.

Expressing the total power input as the sum of the power to move the air around the tunnel,
the power necessary for providing compressed air to pressurize the circuit, and the power for .

cooling (if a separate power supply is needed) then

N, Nt. + No, (5)

Np NIP + Ncp + NpP (6)

Letting

k = Np,!N. /,

kzp = N(,/INpp,
kA2 = Nc / Np ," ""

k2 a Nc,8'N.,

and taking

Nt JpV 3AI'n

for an atmospheric and a pressurized tunnel respectively, then the relative velocity in the working
sections is given by

VP! V, K ' 3 (A, A,) -3 (p/p) I/3 (7)

where •

K [(NP/N,)(1,/i 1 )(I k1P-k 2p)/(l k2,)J.

A pressurized tunnel will probably have a lower utilization rate because of the time taken
to change the pressure or in repressurization after access. In addition, more tests of a particular
model must be undertaken in a pressurized tunnel to separate scale and compressibility effects.
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The extra costs involved must be assessed against the additional information gained, and the
advantage of separating Reynolds and Mach number effects can have a significant cost penalty.

2.3 Relative Performance

In the following assessment of relative performance air is assumed to be incompressible 9
and the rcIatI\c density is given by

, - (Pa jPp)(Tp/T). (8)

With a Rc.,nolds number based on the length scale

I, , r(A)" 2  (9)

commonly accepted in assessing tunnel performance ° then the Reynolds number, Mach number,
velocity and dynamic pressure ratios for similar models tested in similar atmospheric and
pressurized tunnels are given by:

RN,;R__ = K'' 3 (pp/pa) 21 3(Ap/Aa)'/ 6 (Tp/Ta)-2/ 3
(Pp /a)- 1 (10)

MNP/ MN = VPV. - K'/ 3(pp/Pa)-lI3 (Ap/Aa)-iI 3(Tp/Ta)-1/ 6  (1I) S

qp/q = K 21 (Pp/P,)'/3(Ap/A,)- 21 3(T/T) - 
U

3  (12)

and the model and tunnel size ratios are given by:

Ip/la I.p/Ima = (Ap/Aa)'12  (13)

The relative performance of comparable atmospheric and pressurized tunnels can be esti- 0
mated from equations 3, 4, 10, 11, 12 and 13 after the relevant constants have been determined.
Depending on the actual Mach numbers involved, the assumption that air is incompressible can
lead to a slightly optimistic estimate of performance. For example, if MN = 0.2 compressi-
bility has a negligible effect on RN, but at MN = 0.4 and MN = 0.6 -ompressibility effects
reduce the RN by the order of 5% and 15o respectively.

2.4 Cost Factors

The cost factorsfc, g, ma,.f. andfp must now be determined. Cost estimates, and Spence and S
Spee's data9 indicate that the cost of the materials for the shell varies directly with the volume
of material used (length scale cubed). Manufacturing and construction costs, and the cost of the
auxiliaries vary at a much lower rate, so that overall the capital cost (excluding main drive and
cooling system costs) varies approximately with the cross sectional area of the working section,
and thus n.: 1.0andfc 7 1.0.

Although accurate cost data for pressurized tunnels is very difficult to obtain the data avail- 5
able indicates that g, given by equation (4), depends on the additional equipment necessary for
pressurizing the tunnel, as well as the design pressure, and that for design pressures between
2 and 5 atmospheres g can be expressed by:

g -- b+e[(PP,'P.)D- 1 (14)

The factor. b. takes into account the cost of the extra items of equipment necessary to pressurize 0
the tunnel, such as the compressors, air storage and the pressure isolation chamber, and the
factor, e, allows for the increase in cost as the tunnel design pressure increases above atmospheric
pressure. For relatively large facilities necessary for aircraft development it is estimated that
b % 2.0 and e z 0-7. These values are applicable to pressuriied tunnels with air storage tanks
capable of holding 1' 5 times the mass of air in the tunnel circuit (K, I 5) at a pressure of 10

5



of 1.6 m to be tested down to 10 ms (ref. 16). However, since the size of the model is pri-
marily determined by the minimum test velocity, larger models could be tested at higher minimum
speeds 3 ,"b For example VSTOL models with rotor diameters or wing spans of 2.0 m could be
tested in the 33 mx33 m section down to a speed of about 15 ms- '. Although this size and
speed limit is usually not adequate for commercial development work, it can be satisfactory
in other applications, such as research. provision of data for mathematical models, and some
investigations of operational problems."

It may be possible to undertake limited investigations in the very low speed range of Z 10 to
20 ms-' by testing models in the settling chamber.13 The flow quality will not be as good and
additional test time will be required because all of the circuit must be repressurized after access. 0
Unfortunately poor flow quality can cause serious errors in predicted full scale performance,
particularly when the performance is being optimized by making relativel) small changes to
the model configuration."-" Therefore, there is some risk in using the settling chamber as a
test section. The size of the settling chamber for the pressurized tunnel, corresponding to the
atmospheric tunnel in Figure 20, is ; 8-3mx8.3 m and the maximum air speed is Z14 ms 1

(at I atmosphere). This would allow a 2"0 m model to be tested from ; 14 ms-' down to about
8 ms-' without excessive interference. However, it would not be possible to test larger rotors
at such low speeds, and there would also be an intermediate speed range for larger rotors which
could not be covered. For example, a 2-6 m model could only be tested above 20 ms -1 in
the 3 -3 m x 3.3 m section and between zII and 14 ms - ' in the settling chamber without ex-
cessive wall interference, leaving a speed range between 14 ms-' and 20 ms-' which could not
be covered. Active control of the flow through the walls by blowing or suction can reduce 0
interference, so it may be possible to cover the low-speed range using a slightly larger model.21

However, since size limits prevent a 2"6 m model from being tested in the smaller section, then
the maximum test speed is the top speed in the 33 mx 3.3 m section which is 95 ms -. This
is well below the test speed of 130 ms-' currently considered necessary for helicopters and other
V, STOL aircraft.1 3 It therefore seems that a pressurized tunnel of the size and type considered
could not cope with commercial V/STOL development test requirements, although it would be
suitable for many other types of ViSTOL work.

For the development of large transport CTOL aircraft, spans of the order of 3 m are again
necessary to allow models with sufficient detail to be tested, although slightly smaller models
are adequate for smaller utility and general purpose CTOL aircraft. In the pressurized tunnel,
spans of the order of only 2.3 m and I .9 m could be accommodated in the larger and smaller
sections respectively without excessive wall effects. A pressurized tunnel of the same capital cost
as an atmospheric tunnel would therefore not be large enough to cope with the model size re-
quirements for commercial development of large CTOL aircraft, but as in the V/STOL case,
it would be suitable for other CTOL aircraft test requirements.

In the particular case considered here, it seems that a tunnel pressurized to approximately
3 atmosphere and costing the same as the projected atmospheric tunnel' would not allow large
enough models to be tested for adequate commercial development of V, STOL or large CTOL S
aircraft, although it may be satisfactory for the development of smaller V/STOL, utility and
transport aircraft. However, it would meet the model size and other test requirements for many
other investigations, and it would have the advantage of enabling RN and MN effects to be
investigated separately over at least a part of the test range, as well as allowing significantly
higher test Reynolds numbers to be achieved.

5.3 Alternative Pressurized Tunnel

Since tunnel pressurization offers some real advantages a different arrangement to the
tandem section tunnel might be more suitable. One possible alternative is to have only one
working section wkith slotted walls and a cross section of 4.8 mx40 m which could be
pressurized to around 3 atmospheres. The maximum speed would be about 90 ins ' at 3 atmos- . .. ,
pheres and 130 ms I at ambient pressure for the same power consumption as the tandem section

19
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Currently, the RN sensitivity of new aerodynamic designs, particularly at high lift, appears to
be increasing and the expanded RN test range can be very important. However, the advantages
of both a higher test RN and the ability to separate Reynolds and Mach number effects, must be
assessed against the disadvantages of reduced model size and increased design complexity dis-
cussed in the following sections.

5.2 Tunnel and Model Size

In addition to the requirements for high test Reynolds numbers, the models must be large
enough so that their full scale geometry can be faithfully reproduced. This is necessary to enable
the effects of small changes in detail to be quantified, and is especially important when testing
intricate and complex high lift devices where a small change in geometry can lead to a critical
change in the flow. Lack of correlation between wind tunnel and full scale results has often been
attributed to poor geometric similarity.14 Obtaining high R~ynolds numbers by testing larger
models at lower speeds can also aid in extrapolation by minimizing extraneous Mach number
effects.

The model must also be free from unwanted surface distortions and mounted in the tunnel
so that model support and wall interference effects are minimized. In some cases where RN

effects are known to be important correct geometrical scaling and low interference have been
assessed as being equally important.3 To satisfy these requirements, it is necessary to test larger
models in bigger working sections than normally used in the past. Unfortunately, this leads to
large facilities which are very expensive to construct and operate. Large detailed models are
also very costly, as well as being difficult and time-consuming to make, and hard to manipulate.
In most cases a compromise between cost and technical requirements is necessary. 0

Templin6 concluded that to obtain a sufficiently high test Reynolds number, and to allow
he complex geometrical detail inherent in V/STOL aircraft to be reproduced with sufficient

accuracy, models with a wing span or rotor diameter of about 3 m are necessary for industrial
development of aircraft, but that 2 m models are adequate for research. In addition, to keep
wall constraint effects within acceptable limits and to avoid flow breakdown or recirculation, a
solid wall test section should have linear dimensions of at least twice, and preferably three times 6
the model span or rotor diameter to permit testing down to a lower speed limit of 10 to 15 ms - 1

(refs 3. 13 and 16). This is about the lowest practicable test speed and is needed to investigate
performance in the low-speed flight regime where design is difficult. If a higher minimum test
speed can be accepted, and if slotted or porous walls can be used to reduce interference,317."
then the working section can be made smaller relative to the model. Since large wind tunnels
are expensive the choice of a minimum size is important. 0

On the other hand, for investigations of both V/STOL and CTOL aircraft in the higher-
speed lower-specific-lift regime where the downwash angle is much smaller, the main require-
ment i- to obtain a sufficiently high Reynolds number using a model which is large enough to
enable the full size geometry to be accurately scaled. However, in this case, the size problem is
allesiated significantly because wing spans and rotor diameters of the order of two-thirds the
tunnel width can normally be used without excessive interference. S

In Section 3.1.3 it was indicated that the dimensions of the working section of a tunnel
designed to be pressurized to 3 to 4 atmosphere would be of the order of 0-5 to 0.6 of the dimen-
sions of an atmospheric tunnel. Assuming a value of 0"55 is applicable for a tunnel pressurized
to 3 atmospheres then the working sections would be 33 mx33 m and 2.6 mx 9 m in
size compared with 6.0 m x 6.0 m and 4.7 m x 3.4 m for the atmospheric tunnel. The model
must also be reduced in size in the same proportions and in many cases it would be too small -
to meet the requirements discussed previously.

The size of the 6 m x 6 m slotted wall section in the atmospheric tunneli will allow com-
mercial development of helicopters and other V STOL aircraft, including investigations of opera-
tional problems, which require testing at speeds down to about 10 ms - '. The corresponding
3 3 m x 3.3 m pressurized slotted section will only allow models with a rotor diameter or wing span

18 • i - .. ,.:



Australia has a closed octagonal working section 2.7 m wide, 2 1 m high and 36 m long,
with a maximum airspeed of 100 ms-'. Based on a mean chord (length scale) of 01 I/A the
maximum test Reynolds number is only 1.6x 106. Broadly speaking, this tunnel will not enable

sufficiently high Reynolds numbers to be achieved, nor will it allow sufficiently large and de-

tailed models to be tested to meet future requirements.) In particular, tests of V/STOL models

cannot be made satisfactorily in the subsonic high-lift regime where high downwash effects are

present, mainly because the working section is not large enough to accommodate models of the

required size.
To overcome current deficiencies and satisfy many of the anticipated test requirements

over perhaps the next forty years a major new low-speed wind tunnel will be required. After 9
an extensive study of Australian requirements a design for a new tunnel was put forward

for discussion amongst potential users and interested parties in accordance with the ASTEC's

recommendation.2 The layout of the tunnel followed traditional lines to minimize technical risk

and cost, although the less common arrangement of closed tandem working sections was specified

as shown in Figure 20 (refs I and 15). The smaller working section had a width of 4.7 m, a

height of 3.4 m and a length of 10.0 m, with a maximum airspeed of 135 ms-; and the larger

section had a width of 6 m, a height of 6 m and a length of 13.5 m, with a maximum airspeed

of 60 ms - . The drive power was estimated to be 56 MW. Both sections would be provided

with appropriately ventilated walls (slotted or porous) and operate at atmospheric pressure.

Although the proposal' called for an atmospheric tunnel it was considered that further

investigation into the effects of tunnel pressurization on performance was needed. In the follow-

ing section the analysis previously given in Section 2 is applied and a comparison is made between

similar pressurized and atmospheric tunnels on the basis that the capital cost and the power

input of both tunnels are the same. If required, the performance for other conditions can be

estimated using the relevant equations given earlier in this report.

5.1 Reynolds and Mach Number Test Envelope

The Reynolds and Mach number test envelope, calculated from the equations in Section 2,

for each of the tandem working sections with (Pp/P)D = 5, 4, 3 and 2, and cost factors b 2'0,

e - 0.7 and b =- 1.5, e 04 are shown in Figures 21 and 22 respectively. These figures are

based on the compressor and air storage conditions given at the beginning of Section 3, and a

tunnel air temperature of 40'C. The RN-- MN operating limit line for the projected atmospheric

tunnel is also shown in each figure. The figures show quite a large gain in performance at high

design pressure ratios, but decreasing the cost factors from b 2.0, e 0.7 to b -- 15,

e 0"4 results in only a very small increase in RN.
In the smaller working section, with b 2.0 and e -- 0.7, a design pressure ratio of 5 gives

a maximum Reynolds number of 7-Ox 106 which is more than twice the value of 3-2x 0 in

the 4-7 mx3-4 m atmospheric tunnel, and a design pressure ratio of 3 gives a maximum Re -

nolds number of 5.3 x 10' or more than 1J times its value in the atmospheric tunnel. If h I 5

and e 0•40, the maximum RN is only approximately 4,, higher and the M. about 16",, lower

than for b - 2.0 and e 0•7. The maximum Reynolds number at a design pressure ratio ofl

between 4 and 5 is in accordance with the range of (6-8)x 10' which was found to be technicalt

desirable for predicting the performance of modern 'high lift' aircraft by RAE prior to building

their 5 m pressurized tunnel. 3 For example, this RN range would enable models of the HSA

Hawk and the Australian Nomad to be tested near their full scale approach R, and the European

Airbus (A300B) to be tested at about I full scale approach RN.

In the larger working section the maximum Reynolds number for a given design pressure -

ratio is lower than in the smaller section, and for b - 2.0 and e 0.7 the maximum Nalue of

4"6x 106 occurs at a design pressure ratio of 5 and a value of 3.5x 10' at a design pressure

ratio of 3, as shown in Figure 22.
Figures 21 and 22 both show the very much expanded operating Reynolds and Mach number ."

range that can be achieved from a pressurized tunnel with the same cost as an atmospheric tunnel
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require additional distortion of the fuselage. Increased fuselage distortion and sting interference
can have a significant effect on the test results and may offset the gains of a higher test Reynolds
number in the pressurized tunnel.1 0

4.4 Nlodel and Sting Deflection

In the previous sections the model and sting designs were considered on the basis of maximum 0
or design stress. However, the model and sting may also be required to meet certain deflection
or rigidity requirements.

Many models must be sufficiently rigid to remain 'undistorted' during testing. In some
cases it is necessary to reproduce steady state in-flight deflections because of their effects on aero-
dynamic performance. In still other cases, for instance in flutter or dynamic stability tests, thY
models must be made so that their dynamic distortion is similar to the full scale aircraft.

To illustrate the effects of model deflection consider the wing of a simple aircraft mounted
on a single sting or strut as shown in Figure 17. The relative twist and deflection at corre-
sponding locations along the span of the wings of similar models tested in a pressurized and an
atmosphere tunnel are given by equations (3) and (4) in Appendix Ill.

If the proportions of the wings, or structural members in the wings, are constant then the
relative deflections are given by: S

('kz~p/kz,a) = (qp/q.)(G./Gp) (35)

and

(Oyp/l'm ,)/(O .a/lm a) =(qp/qa)(E./Ep) (36)
If E and G are constant then the deflections increase in proportion to the dynamic pressure. 0
Substituting for the dynamic pressure from equation (12) gives the deflections as a function M
of capital cost, power input and design pressure for given cost factors b and e. Figure 18 shows
the relative deflection for the cost and power input variations previously discussed when
b - 2.0 and e 0.7. For some models the increased deflection in the pressurized tunnel may
not be troublesome, but when the models are 'flexible' interpretation of the test results can be
very difficult. Ideally, the higher strength materials required for models tested in pressurized
tunnels should have a modulus of elasticity which increases in the same proportion as the dynamic
pressure. This would allow the relative deflections to remain the same and would avoid the
problems of increased deflection that can be experienced in a pressurized tunnel.

Sting deflection is also important because it affects the angle of attack of the model. Using
a similar analysis to that used for the wing, the relative change in angle of attack of a symmetrical
model mounted on a cylindrical sting at an angle of attack a is given by S

(O.p Ip/OsiI..)=(qp/q.)( I,,p4/ ,. )(d,,/d,,)(E./ EP) (37) -

This equation has the same form as equation (4) in Appendix Iil and similar comments apply
for the deflection of the model mount as apply for the deflection of the wing. However, the
increased deflection in a pressurized tunnel is of less consequence if the attitude of the model
is measured directly. 4 

1

5. PRESSURIZATION CONSIDERATIONS FOR A NEW AUSTRALIAN LOW-SPEED S
WIND TUNNEL

In a previous report' it was concluded that existing low-speed aerodynamic test facilities. . .
are barely sufficient for current requirements, and that they would not be adequate for anticipated
future needs, especially for military purposes. The most capable aeronautical tunnel available in "
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function of relative capital cost, power input, and design pressure ratio for given capital cost
factors b and e. Figure 18 shows the relative section area and modulus for cost factors b - 20
and e 0.7 and the various cost and power input conditions considered earlier, assuming the
model is designed to withstand the maximum pressure in the tunnel. If (Ppi'Pa)D - 5, C Ca
and Np Na the section area and modulus must be increased by a factor of 45 compared " ith
a model in the atmospheric tunnel. For a lower design pressure ratio of 3 the section area and
modulus need to be increased by a factor of 3.0. In many cases, particularly when the model
is highly loaded, it may not be possible to accommodate these increases in size within the
required model surface geometrical constraints. However, the relative section modulus and area
both decrease as the capital cost is increased or the power input is reduced, as shown in Figure 18,
enabling the model design requirements to be met more easily.

On the other hand, if the relative area and modulus are constant then the design stress must
be increased in the same proportion as the dynamic pressure as shown in Figure 18. For example,
if CP Ca and NP - Na, the design stress must be increased by a factor of 4.5 when
(Pi'PaD - 5, and 3"0 when (Pp/'Pa)r) 3. However, if the cost of the pressurized tunnel can
be increased by 501 the dynamic pressure will be reduced and the design stress need only be
increased by a factor oF 3.0 or 2.0 for design pressure ratios of 5 and 3 respectively. High
strength steels may not satisfy some of these stress requirements.

4.3 Strength of Model Support

Selection of a support system is a decision which calls for considerable compromise and
the choice can be more critical in a pressurized tunnel where the dynamic pressure can be high. =

In most cases the stress in a sting must be low to avoid large deflections. Multiple stings or
pylons can assist but they may introduce additional restrictions such as a reduced model attitude
range and greater interference.

The relative size of the mounting sting for similar models tested in a pressurized and an
atmospheric tunnel can be estimated from equations similar to equations (4) and (7) in Appendix 11. . .. -,

Assuming the sting has a circular section then the relative diameter estimated on a design tensile O
stress or shear stress basis (where shear stress is critical) is

(d",/,,.p) (dA /ma) " [(a./,) 0 (qp/qa)]!3 
- [(Trp)D(qp 'q.)]'/

3  (34)

If the design stress for the stings is the same then the relative diameter must be increased in
proportion to the cube root of the dynamic pressure ratio. Substituting for the dynamic pressure 0
ratio from equation (12) into equation (34) gives the relative diameter as a function of capital
cost, power input, and design pressure for given cost factors. Figure 19 shows the relative dia-
meter of stings made from the same material as a function of design pressure for the capital cost
and power input conditions given earlier and with cost factors b . 2.0 and e 0.7. Compared
with an atmospheric tunnel, the increase in diameter of a sting in a pressurized tunnel can be as
high as 65<'/. when (P,/P,)0 -- 5, CP - Ca and N. - NA. Quite large additional fuselage dis-
tortion and sting interference effects can result from this increased sting size. However, increasing
the capital cost (which increases the tunnel size) or reducing the power input, results in a lower . -
dynamic pressure and a relatively smaller sting as shown in Figure 19.

If the relative diameter (dP '/,,P)/(da,/,.A) is unity then the design stress of the sting in the
pressurized tunnel must be increased in the same proportion as the dynamic pressure. For
example, if CP -- Ca, NP Na and (P,/P) 0 -- 5 then the design stress must be 4.5 times higher •
than for the sting in the atmospheric tunnel. Again, increasing the capital cost or reducing
the power input to the pressurized tunnel lowers the dynamic pressure and reduces the design
stress. If a high strength material is needed for the sting in the atmospheric tunnel then material
with the required strength may not be available for the sting in the pressurized tunnel and it would
have to be made comparatively larger in diameter. This will cause greater interference and may
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by the compressor motors, but the storage is slightly larger and more costly, and the size of the
tunnel is slightly smaller, as shown in Figure 16. As in the previous case for changes in Ks,
changing P, by ± 50 % has'a greater effect on performance as the capital cost is increased or the
power input is reduced.

4. MODEL DESIGN AND MOUNTING FOR TESTS IN PRESSURIZED TUNNELS 9

4.1 Model Size and General Design

As well as giving the relative working section size, Figures 7 and 8 also show the relative
size of geometrically similar models tested in similar tunnels. In a tunnel designed to operate
at around 3 to 4 atmospheres with C, = C., Np = N., and realistic cost factors of b ; 2.0
and e z 0-7, or slightly less, the model size ratio, ,,,p/!n,,, varies from about 0.50 to 0.60.
However, increasing the cost by 50% permits the model size ratio to be increased to -0.65 to
0-75, and a 100% increase in capital cost permits the ratio to be ;0.75 to 0.85. The smaller
models for the pressurized tunnel may be cheaper but they will also be more difficult to construct . -

with sufficient accuracy and detail, and tests on certain full size and large scale objects may be
precluded. The models may need to be more complex to ensure the maximum amount of testing S
before tunnel depressurization and any extra cost involved must be offset against any cost savings
due to the reduced size. In addition, the high dynamic pressures they must withstand will almost
certainly require a large part of each model to be constructed from high strength materials which
can be expensive and difficult to machine and fabricate. It is therefore not clear, a priori, whether
smaller models will be cheaper.

In modern aircraft aeroelastic effects can be as important as Reynolds number effects, 1 ,1
2.13

and an increasing amount of testing is now necessary on static and dynamic aeroelastic models,
for example for flutter testing. Static aeroelastic models are considerably more expensive than
'rigid' models; and dynamic models-where the mass is scaled as well as the stiffness-will be even
more complicated, expensive and time-consuming to design and build. In view of the manufactur-
ing difficulties, and the high cost and long lead times associated with making models, particularly
large aeroelastic ones, both model size and construction considerations are important factors S
to be taken into account when assessing wind tunnel designs.

4.2 Strength of Model

The strength of a model may limit the maximum dynamic pressure (and hence the circuit 0
static pressure and power input) at which the tunnel can be operated. For fixed wing aircraft
the design is often governed by the stress at the wing root, although other areas, such as the tail-
plane must also be considered.

To illustrate the problems of model design consider a simple aircraft mounted on a single
sting or strut as shown in Figure 17. The relative stresses, forces and moments at corresponding
locations in the wings of geometrically similar models tested in a pressurized and an atmospheric .
tunnel are given in Appendix If. In most cases the stresses and dimensions of the load carrying
members of the wing can be compared using equations (4) and (7) in Appendix I.

If the design stress for each model is the same, for instance when the same material is used,
then the equations

(A.p/ m.,P2 )/(A,./Im.,.2 ) = qp/q. (32)
(Zx,p![M1p')/(Z.,a/1..a

3 )  
- q,/q. (33) .: : :

derived from equations (4) and (7) in Appendix 1I, show that the relative section area and modulus
for a given structural member of a model tested in the pressurized tunnel must be increased
in the same ratio as the dynamic pressure. Substituting the dynamic pressure from equation (12)
into equations (32) and (33) enables the relative section area and modulus to be calculated as a
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II are obviously excessive and would not be practicable. If NP/Na and K, are constant increasing
the capital cost increases the size of the tunnel (see Figure 8) and the time required for
pressurization becomes longer because of the increased mass of air to be compressed. Reducing
the total power input for a given capital cost leads to an increase in pressurization time both
because the mass of air to be stored is increased, since the tunnel is slightly larger, and because
the power available for the compressors is reduced in the same proportion as the reduction in
the power input since kip is constant. The pressurization time also decreases slightly as the tunnel
design pressure decreases due to the dominant effect of the lower air density in reducing the stored
air mass.

The Reynolds and Mach number ratios for tunnels with a design pressure of (P,/P,) 4 0
and kip = 0- 10 are shown in Figure 12 for the capital cost and power input conditions nominated
at the beginning of Section 3.2. These results may be compared with those in Figure 9(b) where
the pressurization time is constant at 4 hours. For Cp = C. and Np = N. there is only a very
small improvement in RN when kip = 0.10 compared with the case when ;, - 4 hours, but there
is a significant improvement in RN as the capital cost, Cp, is increased. This is due to both the
increased size of the tunnel and the increased circuit power since kip is constant. However, S
the extra performance is associated with the disadvantage of a much longer pressurization period
as shown in Figure 11.

Reducing the relative mass of air to be stored, K, for a constant filling time, ;., reduces the
power needed by the compressor motors and improves the tunnel performance if N, Na is
constant. In addition, for a given capital cost, the size of the tunnel will be increased slightly
owing to the reduced cost of the storage containers. This involves small changes in the values 6
of b and e, and the tunnel performance can then be estimated by assuming that at constant
pressure the air storage costs are proportional in the storage volume which leads to

b2 = bI[l +S(K ,2 /K ,I-I)] (28)

e2 - e,[l +S,(K, 2/K, 1 -I (29) -

where S. is the cost of the air storage containers as a proportion of the total cost excluding
the cost of the drive and cooling systems. When K, 1"5 and P, 10 atm. it is estimated
that S, 0-15.

The effects on performance of changing K, from 1 5 to 0.75 and 2.25 for a tunnel with
(Pp/P)D 4, P, = 10 atm., and ) = 4 hr are shown in Figure 13. This relatively large change
in K, leads to less than 2% change in RN and MN when C, C aiid N. - N.. However, as
the capital cost is increased or the power input is reduced the changes in performance become
more significant. If C,-- 2.0 Ca and Np = 0'5 Na the power input is not sufficient for the
compressor motors when K, : 2.25 which is obviously not practicable. The effect of changing
K, on the size of the tunnel is quite small, as shown in Figure 14, because the cost of the storage
tanks is only of the order of 15 "/% of the cost of the tunnel,

Increasing the design pressure of the air storage for a given mass reduces the volume of the 0
storage container but it must be thicker to withstand the increased pressure. This also leads to a
small change in the values of b and e and the tunnel performance can be estimated using

b2  b, [I + 6b] (30)

e2 e lI +6e] (31)

where 0

ib =S [(P,,I +(Pp/Pa))/(Ps, 2+(P,!P)U)-lj 2,311

6ie =S, I [(P,,I +(Pp/P)D)/(P,2 +(P/P)) 11
and

& eand 6b are +ve for P, I > P" 2  0

be and bb are - ve for P,, < P,.2

The effect of changing P, by ! 50, from P, - 10 atmosphere for a tunnel with a design
pressure of 4 atmosphere, K, I .5 and 2 4 hr is shown in Figure 15. Decreasing the storage
pressure for the same mass improves the performance because of the decreased power needed
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If the capital cost is increased by 50 % from CP C to C, = I "5 C. and the poser input
remains constant at Np = N, then the maximum RN ratio is only increased by about 5 % and the
maximum MN ratio is decreased by z20%, as shown in Figure 9. If the power input is reduced 0
by 50% from Np= Na to Vp = 0-5 sN and Cp = 1-5 C, then the maximum RN and MN ratios
are decreased by z30% and z32% respectively, and at a design pressure ratio of 5 the maximum - "
RN is about 60% higher and the maximum MN 10% less than in the atmospheric tunnel.
At a lower design pressure ratio of 3, the maximum RN is only 20 % higher and the maximum .-. -

MN 20% less than in the atmospheric tunnel.
For the case when NP - 0"5 Na, an increase in capital cost of 50% permits the size of the

tunnel to be increased significantly as indicated earlier and shown in Figure 8. The speed of the
air in the working section will then be reduced both because of the increased section area and
because a greater proportion of the available power is absorbed by the compressors in providing - -

the increased mass flow required to pressurize the air storage containers in a given time. However,
the increased length scale does not compensate for the loss of airspeed and consequently the
maximum RN is reduced by ;4/o irrespective of the design pressure.

As shown in Figure 10, if the capital cost is increased by 50/ /,,, for a constant power input
ratio, then the dynamic pressure in the pressurized tunnel is reduced significantly both because
of the increased section area and because of the increased proportion of power absorbed by the
compressors.

3.2.3 Cp =20 C, NP =N and Nr - 0.5 N

If the capital cost of the pressurized tunnels can be increased by 100% compared with the
cost of the atmospheric tunnel, then for a constant power input of between 0.5 N and 1 0 N"
the linear dimensions of the tunnel will be z55% greater than when CP = C,, as shown in Figure 8.
For a design pressure of 3 to 4 atmospheres the size of the working section will now be Z0-75
to 0"85 times the size of the section for the atmospheric tunnel. As for the case when the capital
cost was increased by 500, a 100% increase in cost does not lead to a significant change in
RN when Np Na, but when Np 0.5 N the Reynolds number is reduced substantially. This
reflects the dominant effect of increased power necessary for the compressors to pressurize the .. -

air storage in a given time. The decrease in MN and dynamic pressure follow the same trends as . .
the previous case when the cost was increased by 50% as shown in Figures 9 and 10.

Overall, on the basis of RN and MN considerations it seems preferable to keep the power
input to the pressurized tunnel as high as possible, although to avoid excessive compressibility
effects the actual freestream MN should not be too high. In addition, excessive reductions in
the power input to the pressurized tunnel compared with the atmospheric tunnel can lead to
impracticable designs. Furthermore, the large increases in capital cost in the examples given
could only be justified on the basis of increased test section size and not on the small improve-
ments in the test Reynolds number.

3.3 Effect of Changes in Compressor and Air Storage Conditions

The time to pressurize the storage tanks, 2, the relative mass of air to be stored, K, and
the storage pressure are the main variables governing the power input to the compressors. If the
time to pressurize the storage tanks can be increased (at constant storage pressure) then the
compressor flow rate will be reduced and the power required by the compressor motor will also
be reduced. Similarly if the storage pressure or the relative stored air mass is decreased then the
flow rate will also be reduced for a given filling time. In the cases considered previously 4 hours
(2 4 hr) was allowed to compress I .5 times the mass of air in the tunnel (K, - I -5) to a pressure
of 10 atmospheres above the tunnel design pressure (P, --- 10 atm.). Figure I I shows the time
required to compress this same mass of air (K, - 1 5) to the same pressure using only 10% of
the total power input for the compressor motor (k1 I- 0.10). Some of the times shown in Figure
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dimensions of an atmospheric tunnel. This may lead to cheaper models but they will be more
difficult to construct with sufficient detail. In addition, tests on some full scale objects or large
scale models may be precluded. -

3.2 Alternative Capital Costs and Power Inputs

The tunnel size, dynamic pressure, Reynolds number and Mach number ratios for five other
cost and power input variations, namely:

1. Cp Ca, Np= 0.5 N

2. Cp 1.5 C, Np =a 

3. Cp = 5 Ca, N, = 0.5 N

4. Cp = 2 •O C ., Np = N ,

5. Cp = 20 Ca, Np = 0"5 N

are shown in Figures 8, 9 and 10. These figures have all been prepared for cost factors b 2-0
and e 0.7 which are representative of relatively large facilities, as discussed in Section 2.4,
and for the compressor and air storage conditions given at the beginning of Section 3.

3.2.1C -Ca and NP 0 . N

For a constant capital cost ratio, reducing the cost of the drive system by reducing the power
input, allows the cost of the circuit and pressurization system to be increased accordingly so that
the tunnel can be made larger. For example, if Cp = C. and the power input is reduced from
NP Na to Np= 05 N. then the size of the tunnel will be increased by z5 % as shown in
Figure 8. However an increase in size of only 5 % will not alleviate the problems of model size
and fidelity referred to earlier. Figure 9 shows that at design pressure ratios of 5, 4 and 3, the
maximum RN and MN ratios are all decreased by 23% and ;27% respectively compared with
the case when C. = Ca and Np = Na. The maximum RN is still appreciably greater than in the
atmospheric tunnel, but the maximum MN is only slightly higher. 5

The maximum dynamic pressure in the pressurized tunnel with Cp = C. and N. = 0"5 N,
shown in Figure 10, is now only about half its value for the case when C, = Ca and Np N.
and little difficulty would be expected with the design of the model or its support.

3.2.2 Cp= 15 C., Np= N and Np =0"5 N

If the cost of the pressurized tunnel can be increased by 500% compared with the cost of the
atmospheric tunnel for either Np = Na or Np = 0'5 N., then the linear dimensions of the working -
section will be 25 to 30% greater than for the corresponding pressurized tunnel with Cp = C,
as shown in Figure 8. Reducing the power input from Np Na to N. = 0.5 N only allows
the size of the tunnel to be increased by 4-4%. For a tunnel with a design pressure of 3 to 4
atmospheres the size of the working section will be r0'65 to 0.75 of the size of the atmospheric
tunnel, and this will alleviate model size problems to some extent.

i-.
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respectively 2.18 and 1.62 times the capability of an atmospheric tunnel, but if (Pj/P.)- 3
the maximum Reynolds number and Mach number decrease respectively to I -65 and I .44 times
their value in an atmospheric tunnel.

For a constant design pressure ratio, increasing the cost factor g by increasing b or e, leads
to a reduction in tunnel size, and for the same power input results in a significant increase in the
Mach number ratio and a relatively small reduction in the Reynolds number ratio as shown in
Figures 3, 4 and 5. At a high design pressure ratio a change in e has a slightly greater effect
than a change in b, but as the design pressure ratio decreases a change in b has a greater effect.
This is because the change in performance associated with a change in b, which is related to the
cost of the extra equipment needed to pressurize the tunnel, is effectively independent of the design
pressure, but the change in performance associated with a change in e, which is related to the
increased cost as the design pressure is increased, depends on the design pressure.

The maximum Mach number ratio has been taken to occur when operating at atmospheric
pressure, but, of course, higher ratios can be obtained by operating below atmospheric pressure
if the design permits. In this paper pressures below atmospheric are not considered although
they would be feasible in most pressurized designs at little extra cost.

S

3.1.2 Dynamic Pressure

Figure 6 shows the very high dynamic pressure which can occur in a pressured tunnel when
operating at a high pressure ratio and when the cost factors are high. For example, when oper- "

ating at a design pressure ratio of 5 and when b = 2.5 and e = 1.0 the dynamic pressure is S
5.6 times the dynamic pressure in the atmospheric tunnel, but for more realistic cost factors of
b= 2'0 and e = 0.7 the maximum dynamic pressure ratio reduces to 4.5.

The dynamic pressure ratio is also reduced as the operating pressure decreases below the
design pressure. For example, with b = 2.0 and e 0.7, operation at 3 atmospheres in a tunnel
designed for 5 atmospheres leads to a dynamic pressure ratio of 3.8 compared with 4.5 at 5
atmospheres. In addition, reducing the design pressure reduces the dynamic pressure. For .
example, for the same cost factors, a design pressure of 3 atmospheres gives a maximum dynamic
pressure ratio of 3.0 compared with a value of 4.5 in a tunnel with a design pressure ratio of 5.0.

The very high dynamic pressure developed at maximum speed in a tunnel with a high design
pressure ratio leads to very large forces and moments on the model which can cause problems
in its design and support. This is a limiting factor in selecting the design pressure ratio.

3.1.3 Size of Working Section

An atmospheric tunnel will be considerably larger than a pressurized tunnel of the same cost,
as indicated by equations (3) and (13). The relative linear size of the pressurized working section
is shown in Figure 7 as a function of the design pressure ratio for various cost factors. For
b = 2.0 and e = 07, a tunnel with a design pressure ratio of 4 will only be half the size of the
atmospheric tunnel, but if the value of b or e is reduced the size of the working section will be -
increased. For example, if b = I.5 and e 0.4, then the size ratio will be 0.63. At a lower
design pressure ratio the sections will be slightly larger provided b and e remain constant as
shown in Figure 7. :'">'"-"

It therefore seems that for realistic cost factors and design pressures of 3 to 4 atmospheres
the linear dimensions of a pressurized tunnel will only be of the order of 0.50 to 0.60 of the linear
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but this assumption will most likely involve non-similarity of some of the external parts of the
cooling system. However, reasonably large errors in k2p and k2, would not affect the relative
performance estimates significantly since both k2p and k2. are quite small with respect to unity. 4.

3. RELATIVE REYNOLDS NUMBER, MACH NUMBER, DYNAMIC PRESSURE 0
AND TUNNEL SIZE

In the following, the relative performance of pressurized and atmospheric wind tunnels is
evaluated for various capital cost and power input ratios using the equations and constants
given in the previous sections. The effect of changing the cost factor b from 2.0 to I • 5 and 2.5,
and e from 0.7 to 0.4 and 1 0 are also included. Unless stated otherwise it is assumed that the "
tunnels are operated at the same temperature, and that the air storage and compressor operating
conditions used to determine kip remain constant as follows:

S = 3, K = 1.5,

Ti 288' abs,

0.5,

2 = 4 hours,

=1"3.

P,= 10atm. .

3.1 Constant Capital Cost and Constant Power Input

Since capital expenditure will usually be limited, and as power costs are a major part of the
running expense, an important case for comparison is when the capital cost and power input
for both tunnels are the same.

3.1.1 Reynolds and Much Number Capability

The ratio of Reynolds number in the pressurized tunnel to the Reynolds number in the 0
atmospheric tunnel is plotted against the ratio of the Mach number in the pressurized tunnel
to the Mach number in the atmospheric tunnel in Figure 2 for tunnels with design pressure ratios
of 2, 3. 4 and 5, operating at constant power but at various pressure ratios up to the design
maximum. Since the Mach number ratio corresponds to the velocity ratio Figure 2 also shows
the increased velocity in the working section of the pressurized tunnel compared with the atmos-
pheric tunnel. 0

The effect of changing the cost factors from b = 2.0 and e = 0.7 used for Figure 2(a),
to b 2.5, e 1.0, and b - 1'5, e = 0.4, are shown in Figures 2(b) and 2(c) respectively.
Current brief cost estimates indicate that values of b = 2.0 and e = 0.7 are slightly high, but
that b 1.5 and e 0.5 are rather low. Values of b = 2.5 and e = 1'0 are unrealistically
high but are included to show the effect of very high cost factors. The range of values chosen
indicate how relatively large variations in the cost factors effect the performance and size of -
pressurized tunnels.

Figure 2 shows that the Reynolds number and Mach number test capability increases as
the design pressure ratio increases, and it would therefore seem advantageous (from a RN and
M, point of view) to have a tunnel that can operate at a relatively high pressure ratio. For
example, for b - 2.0. e 0.7 and (Pp/P,), = 5, the maximum RN and MN test capability is
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Typically, the ratio of the friction losses to the total losses in a tunnel is of' the order of 0 3
(ref. 4) and thus IK,a/ZK, - 3. Table I shows values of qpl for 2 5 > RNp/RN. > 0',5
determined by substituting the skin friction ratio from equation (26), together with

.. .:Ka = 2...3, into equation (25). The effect of' changing 1K.aKr .. from 2...3 to I 0
and to 4-0 corresponding to 50% and 20% friction losses are also shown. Since the RN, MN
and velocity ratios depend on (p/a"'which changes by less than ±3% within the RN range
considered, then the effect of variations in tunnel efficiency will be small and the tunnel per-
formance will not be significantly affected. The ratio of circuit efficiencies inne / can therefore
be taken as unity at least within the range 2 h5 > RN/RNa f 025 5

TABLE 1

Efficiency Ratios for Various Reynolds Number Ratios

KK intKra 1 -0 1Kia/aKtion 2-3 Kia/.Kf,, 4o0
RN,/RNa

101. (p/Ia)" 'p/la (h/h)
1 3  

'.p/qa -'lp/q-)"
3

2-5 1.091 1.030 1-053 1.018 1.035 1.0l11
2-0 1-069 1.023 1-041 1-013 1.027 1.009
1-5 1-041 1-013 1-024 1-008 1-016 1.005

*1.0 1-000 l'000 1.000 1-000 1.000 1.000
0.5 0-931 0-976 0-957 0-985 0.971 0.990

2.7 Tunnel Cooling and Cooling Power Factors

High air temperatures can cause problems with models, parts of the tunnel circuit and the
instrumentation; and the Reynolds number drops as the temperature rises (at constant power).
To overcome these problems the air in the circuit is usually cooled or an air exchanger is fitted.
However, since the use of an air exchanger is precluded for pressurized tunnels it is assumed
that both types of tunnel are fitted with an internal heat exchanger. •

Relatively high-powered tunnels, such as the ones being considered here, require a very
large cooling surface area and special cooling installations are needed which can cause a signi-
ficant pressure loss in the circuit. They also require a small amount of power to circulate the
coolant. The pressure loss across the cooler is taken into account by the tunnel efficiency term
and the power to circulate the coolant is allowed for by the terms k2aN. and k2 pN, for atmos-
pheric and pressurized tunnels respectively.9

The heat input, the heat losses, and the heat extracted by the heat exchanger for both the
pressurized and atmospheric tunnels are briefly considered in Appendix 1. This analysis indicates
that is is reasonable to assume that both types of tunnel can be operated with similar air tem-
peratures in their circuits for a reasonable period of time.

The power required to circulate the coolant depends on the detail design of the cooling
system but is mainly dependent on the friction in the pipework and the head loss in any externalS
cooling tower. For an atmospheric tunnel operating at a maximum speed of 130 m,;s approxi-
mately 5% of the power input is required to circulate the coolant and k2 . z: 0-05. Assuming
the power to circulate the coolant is proportional to the power for the tunnel circuit then A2, can
be calculated from

k2l2 I -k,,, (27)

Rr~p!Rsa .



then the relative power factor for different pressurized tunnels, in relation to a given atmospheric
tunnel, is given by:

J.kptk,2=[N,.,/Na]INa/N.i[a,/A][qs.,/, T... I./TI,.,

[(Pp/P.)DAI(PpIP)D, 21[K,/I2][tS/S 2 P.,.I/P.. 2 1
[Pr (V-l)IV- ( ]/[P, 2 (- )1v - I ][Cp' /CJ]3/(

2
mP)[C/C".2 ]

3
(2m,

'
)

S[(-fa(Ca/Cp,i)(Np,i/Na)(l -kll*))/(i-fa(C./Cp.2)(Np,2/N.) (I -k,2 mp))131(2-p

[{b + e[(PP/P.)D,2 - 1}/{b + e[(PP/P.)D, -- 1 ]})( 3 .. )/(2 mp) (21) 0

Subscript I denotes a given pressurized tunnel and subscript 2 a pressurized tunnel with different
design parameters.

Equation (21) enables alternative values of kip to be calculated for changes in the design
parameters once an initial value of kip has been determined. For example, if the time available
for pressurizing the storage is increased then the flow rate will be smaller and k,,. 2 will be less 0
than kip,,. It is estimated that kip ;z 0.10 for design cost and power conditions CP = C. and
Np - N. when a centrifugal compressor is used to pressurize the storage tanks under the follow-
ing conditions: S = 3 (3 stage compressor), K, = 1 5 (mass of air in storage tanks is 1 5 times
mass of air in tunnel), T i = 2880 abs. (initial air temperature of 15°C), (Pp/Pa)D = 5 (tunnel
design pressure of 5 atmospheres), P, = 2.47 (storage air pressure of 10 atmospheres above tunnel
design pressure)," A = 4 (pressurization time of 4 hours), r, = 0.5 (efficiency of compressor O
and motor of 50%) and v = 1.3 (polytropic compression index = 1.3). These values can be
used in equation (21) to determine kip for other design conditions as required.

2.6 Relative Efficiency

The tunnel circuit efficiency (energy ratio) can be written as

I= /(YKo) (22)

where Ko =P/(jpV2 ) is the total loss coefficient for a given component of the circuit referred - 0
to the dynamic pressure in the working section. Taking K. to be the sum of a pressure loss co-
efficient Kf due to friction, which depends on the Reynolds number, and a pressure loss coefficient
K, due to the remaining pressure loss, which is assumed to be constant and independent of
Reynolds number, then the tunnel efficiency is given by:

= I/(YK, + YK,) (23)

For similar pressurized and atmospheric wind tunnels operating at different Reynolds

numbers the ratio of the circuit efficiencies can be expressed as:

lp/j h = (YKi , , + YKf.)/(YK t ,p + EKfp) (24)

Since K,,a Kj, p and Kf,,/Kf,. = Cfp/Cra for similar tunnels then equation (24) can be
written as 0

'p/q. = (1K, .a/Kf.. + I)/(EK, .a/EKf.. + Cr,,/1]Cr.) (25)

Equation (25) can be evaluated once the ratio of the total skin friction losses to the total
pressure losses in the circuit, and the ratio of the total skin friction coefficients, are known.
Assuming the ratio of the skin friction coefficients, ECf.P/1Cf,,, can be approximated as the ratio
of the skin friction coefficients for a smooth flat plate in a zero pressure gradient by the Prandtl- -
Von Karman equation then

ICr ,/ZCr,- (RN./RNP)" 3  (26)

Substituting the Reynolds number ratio from equation (10) into equation (26) enables the tunnel
performance to be estimated iteratively.
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atmospheres above the tunnel design pressure (P, = 10atm.). However, there is some uncer-
tainty in the values because of the lack of availability of cost data of known accuracy, and there-
fore the effects of relatively large variations in b and e are illustrated in Section 3. -

The cost of the drive and cooling system of an atmospheric tunnel depends on the power
input to the tunnel circuit, which, in turn, is related to the maximum speed and the allowable
air temperature in the working section. For a conventional tunnel with a maximum air speed of
130 m/sec and a maximum air temperature of about 45'C it is estimated thatf ; 0.20 and
k2. ; 0.05. Since the cost of the drive and cooling system is directly proportional to the maximum - -

power input,9 then from equations (1) and (5), together with Nt = jpV3A/j and CdC,. =f . C.,
the equations

f.,jA.,2 = (A., 1/A., 2)P.,/P.a)(V.,IV../ V.) 3

((I -k 2 ., 2)/(l -k 2 ,i))(, 2 /1.,1a)(C, 2/Ca,) (15)

(I -f., 1)/(l -f, 2) = (Ca. 2 /Ca,i)(Aa,1/Aa. 2 )m"  (16)
I

enable the values off, 2 to be calculated for other selected values of maximum velocity and capital
cost, area and velocity, or capital cost and area, combined with variations in temperature (pro-
vided none of these quantities vary excessively from their original values). Normally, k2 .1 •
and k2..2 are small with respect to unity and i,. 2 /r/ 2 1 , 1 (see Section 2.6), and for operation
at the same temperature equation (15) can be simplified to:

f.,/fa, 2 = (Aa.i/Aa. 2 )(Va.I/V. 2 )
3
(Ca. 2 /C,I) (17)

Thus, for example, if V.,2 is chosen to be less than V.j then for a given tunnel (A.,,i A., 2)

f.,2 < f.,, and C.,2 < C,; or for a given cost (C, 1 = C2 , 2 ) then f.,2 < f..l and A2,2 > A,,.
For the pressurized tunnel, again taking the cost of the main drive and cooling systems as

proportional to their power inputs, then fp can be calculated from the equation -.

I

f', =J.( l -k I P)( C.1fCp)( NPN.) (!18).-'

2.5 Pressurization Power Factor

The proportion of total power required for pressurization, kl,, depends mainly on the time
allowed to fill the storage, the quantity of air to be stored and the pressure at which it is stored.

In the following analysis it is assumed that multistage centrifugal compressors are operated
to supply air to the storage containers at the same time as the main drive. Reciprocating corn-
pressors are not suitable because of the difficulties in obtaining the required mass flow, and axial
flow compressors cannot give the required pressure rise. If the compressors are not operated at
the same time as the main drive then k,, can be taken as zero.

The power required for an electric motor to drive a multistage centrifugal compressor is
given by

k tpN p  m '/ --I) i[P )  -n/ _I]S s  (19) """-

where the pressure ratio per stage, P,, is normally not greater than about 3. The mass of air to
be stored is assumed to be proportional to the mass of air contained in the tunnel and the average - 4
mass flow rate:

m, K(Pp/P.)0 p.K, I 
3 /A (20)

is the stored mass divided by the time, A, to fill the storage. From equations (19) and (20),

substituting for the length scale from equations (3),(13)and (14), and using.fp from equation (18),
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atmospheric tunnel. The Reynolds and Mach number envelope is shown in Figure 23 compared
with the tandem section atmospheric tunnel.

The pressurized tunnel could accommodate the required 3 m diameter rotor but it could
only be tested down to a speed of about 17 ms' in the working section, and from about 10 ms -

to 13 ms - in the settling chamber if a contraction ratio of 10 : I is assumed. This still leaves a
gap in the low-speed test range although the higher speed range would be covered adequately.
Provided the settling chamber could be used to cover the very low-speed test range from about
10 ms - ' to 14 ms - , then a working sectior at least 5-5 mx4.5 m would be needed to cover
the complete test speed range for a relatively highly loaded rotor. CTOL aircraft models with
the required span of 3 m could be tested in the 4.8 mx4.0 m pressurized tunnel without undue
difficulty. However, the capital cost of this tunnel would be at least twice the cost of the tandem
working section atmospheric tunnel. If there is a requirement to accept 3 m models for com-
mercial development work then the capital cost of building a pressurized tunnel in which to
test them is very high and this would need to be carefully assessed against the benefits of an
expanded RN test envelope and the ability to separate MN and RN effects.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS U

The merits and disadvantages of using a pressurized circuit instead of an atmospheric circuit
for low-speed wind tunnel testing have been considered. The performance of tunnels designed to

" operate at atmospheric pressure, and at pressures between 2 and 5 atmospheres, have been com-
pared on the basis of variable capital cost and power input. Both factors have a significant
effect on the performance of any new wind tunnel because funds for its construction and operation •
will almost certainly be limited, and because economic considerations will generally require the
most versatile tunnel with the best performance to be provided within given values of these
constraints.

If the capital cost and power input for both types of tunnel are constant, then pressurization
allows the maximum RN and MN to be increased significantly, but the working section is much
smaller. For example, a tunnel with a design pressure of 3 atmospheres would only be about 6
0.55 of the linear size of the atmospheric tunnel, but the maximum RN and MN would be respec-
tively 1 -7 and I-5 times their value in the atmospheric tunnel. Higher design pressures lead to
higher maximum test Reynolds and Mach numbers but even smaller working sections. If the
power input remains the same then increasing the capital cost of the pressurized tunnel by up to
100% increases the size of the working section by up to 60%, but the maximum RN remains
about the same, provided the ratio of the mass of air to be stored to the mass of air in the tunnel U
and the time required to fill the air storage are constant. Reducing the power input by 50,,
leads to an increase in tunnel size of about 5",, and decreases the maximum RN by nearly 25',.

An increase in test Reynolds number capability of the order of 100",,. depending on the
actual value attained, can be very important because the effects of scale-dependent local flows
have become more significant in modern aircraft designs, particularly combat aircraft, and to
simulate these complex flows with sufficient accuracy the models must be tested at a higher
Reynolds number than previously accepted.

As well as an appreciably higher Reynolds number, tunnel pressurization also enables the
Reynolds and Mach number effects to be investigated separately. This can be important when
testing V STOL models, and CTOL models in high-lift configurations, but there would be
substantial extra testing costs involved in separating these effects.

Although models for the pressurized tunnel would be smaller and easier to handle they
would be difficult and time-consuming to design and construct because of the higher dynamic
pressures they must withstand. However, overall, they may be slightly less expensive due to
their smaller size, If a maximum pressure of 3 to 4 atmospheres were specified it should not
be too difficult to design a model with sufficient strength, although higher model distortion and
sting interference may result.
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The analysis for the relative performance of similar pressurized and atmospheric tunnels
has been applied to a tandem section tunnel put forward for discussion as a possible configuration
suitable for upgrading and extending low-speed aeronautic and aerospace test facilities in
Australia. The proposed atmospheric tunnel has test section sizes of 4.7 m x 3.4 m x 10 m,
and 6 mx6 mx 135 m, with maximum speeds of 135 ms-  and 60 ms - respectively. On the
basis of the same capital cost and power input a tunnel pressurized to 3 atmospheres would have
sections 2.6mxl.9mx5.5m and 3.3mx3.3mx7-4m. Unfortunately these smaller
sections would not accommodate large enough V/STOL or CTOL models for commercial
development work. In addition, the V STOL low-speed test regime cannot be covered adequately
and it Would be difficult to carry out certain tests involving a large downwash or a high angle of
attack, for example. during take-off and landing, or in combat manoeuvring. The ability to
test a range of large or full scale components in both the aeronautical and non-aeronautical
fields would also be compromised. However, the pressurized tunnel would meet many of the
requirement, for other types of aircraft work such as research and investigations of operational
problems.

An alternative pressurized tunnel with a single section 4.8 m wide and 4.0 m high capable
of operating at up to 3 atmospheres was considered. Although the maximum Reynolds number
was twice its %alue in the atmospheric tunnel and the Mach number range was similar, the
V STOL test requirements could still not be completely satisfied particularly at low speeds.
This tunnel was estimated to be at least twice as expensive as the atmospheric tunnel. Even

* larger sections would be better able to cope with the V/STOL test requirements but they would
be prohibitively expensive. However, when considering costs of a major test facility it is wise 5
to build-in at the outset more capability than current needs fully justify as an investment against
greater needs in the future.22

* °
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APPENDIX I

TUNNEL COOLING -

Part of the heat input to the air in the circuit is transmitted through the tunnel walls to the
surrounding air and the remainder is extracted by the heat exchanger. However, the heat flow
through the walls is limited by the natural connective heat transfer coefficient for the external
surface, and in a conventional atmospheric tunnel operating under equilibrium conditions at a
maximum airstream temperature of 45°C and speed of 130 m/sec the heat loss through the walls 9

is only approximately 10% to 15% of the heat input. In a similar but smaler pressurized tunnel
with the same power input the heat passing out through the walls is an even smaller proportion
of the total heat input. Since the heat transmitted through the walls is only a small part of the
total heat input it is neglected in the following brief considerations of the heat exchanger.

The heat transfer coefficient in the heat exchanger is governed by forced convection between
the air in the tunnel and the external surface of the exchanger, and for circular cylinders with S
1000 < R d < 100 000, can be approximated by

N = 0.26Rd° '-6P °0- 3  
(I)

and the total heat extracted can be calculated from

Q 1hAdOm. (2)

Circular sections are assumed in the following discussion to illustrate certain aspects of tunnel
cooling. In an actual installation non-circular sections with a minimum drag coefficient would
be used.

Provided the mean temperature of the air in the tunnel and the coolant are not significantly
different, then, from equations (1) and (2), the relative heat extracted from a pressurized and an
atmospheric tunnel is: S

(Qp/Q.)E - [d,/dl-[Rdp/Rd,] 6 [Adp/Ad,.Om.,p/Om,] (3)

where the subscripts p and a refer to a pressurized and an atmospheric tunnel respectively.
For geometrically similar heat exchangers inside each tunnel, equation (3) simplifies to

(Qp/Q.)E = [RNp/RN.] 0 6
[tp/t][Om,p/Om,.] (4)

The relative heat input to the circuit is proportional to the power required to circulate the air
and is given by

(Qp/Q), = (Np/Na)[(l -- kj,-k 2p)/( -k 2 .)] (5)

The ratio of the heat extracted to the heat input for a pressurized tunnel compared with a given
atmospheric tunnel is therefore S

(Q./Qdp/(QE/Q1). (RNp/R, .)°'6(Ip/l.)(Om.'O/m'.).'-."

(Np/N.)-[l -kip-k 2 )/(l -k 2a)]-1 (6)

Table I shows values of (QE/QI)p/(QE/Q)., calculated from equation (6), for tunnels
operating at their maximum power input and various design and operating pressures, and
selected capital cost and power input conditions (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2). The values in Table I S
were calculated after substituting equations (3), (10), (13) and (27) into equation (6) in this
Appendix, with the constants given in Sections 2.4 to 2.7, and assuming the same mean tempera-
ture difference 0, 0m,.. When CP = C, and N,, = N. the pressurized tunnel operating at
low pressures has only about half the cooling capacity of the atmospheric tunnel, but as the
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operating pressure is increased to the design pressure the cooling capability is increased to about
80% due to the increased Reynolds number. To keep the air in each tunnel at a constant temn-
perature, particularly when operating at low pressure ratios, either a relatively larger heat
exchanger or an increased mean temperature difference would be needed. Possibly varying the
mean temperature difference using a chiller or refrigeration plant would be the most suitable.

TABLE 1

Relative Heat Extracted to Heat Input Ratios for Pressurized and Atmospheric Tunnels Operating
h at Maximum Power Input with Geometrically Similar Heat Exchangers and the same Mean

Temperature Difference

(a) C, =C., N, =N. (b) C, =C., N,= 0-5 N.

(P/.D pp/Pa (QE/QI)p/(QE/Q,). (Pp/Pa)D Pp/Pa (QE/QI),,/(QE/QI).

5 5 0-82 5 5 1-76
1O043 1 0-92

4 4 0-83 4 4 1-76
10.47 1 1.01

3 3 0-82 3 3 1-74 -

10-53 1 1-12
2 2 0-79 2 2 1-65

10-60 1 1-26

(c) Cp 15 C., N, Na (d) Cp,15 C, NP 05 N.

(PP/P.)D Pp/Pa (QE/Q)p/(QE/Q)a (PP/.)D Pp/Pa (QE/IQ)pi(QE/QI)a

5 5 1-22 5 5 3-04
10-64 1 1-60

4 4 1-22 4 4 3-02
10-70 1 1-73

3 3 1-23 3 3 2-960
10.79 1 1.91

2 2 1-16 2 2 2-73
10-88 1 2-08

(e) Cp = 2 C, NP =Na (fC, 2.0C, NP '0-5N.

(pp/pa)D Pp/Pa (QE/QI)p/(QE/QI). (Pp/P.)D Pp/Pa (QE/Q),/( QE/ QI)a

5 5 1-73 5 5 6-21
1 0.91 1 3-52

4 4 1-73 4 4 6-49
10.99 1 3-730

3 3 1-69 3 3 5-93
11.09 1 3-82

2 2 1.59 2 2 4-92
1 1-21 1 3-73
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As the capital cost is increased the pressurized tunnel becomes relatively larger and for
the same power input an increasing proportion of the power is required to pressurize the circuit
and air storage in a given time (A = 4 hours). The heat input is therefore proportionately 0
smaller, and since the Reynolds number ratio does not change significantly, a geometrically
similar heat exchanger is better able to cope with the cooling requirements as shown in
Table 1, (a) (c) and (e).

Decreasing the power input to the pressurized tunnel to N, 0 5 Na leads to a much
smaller heat input and a slightly larger tunnel for the three capital cost conditions considered,
so that a geometrically similar heat exchanger can provide the required cooling as shown in 0
Table I (b), (d) and (f). It therefore seems that for most of the cases considered the atmospheric
and pressurized tunnels could be operated with similar circuit air temperatures for similar periods
of time.
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APPENDIX 11

RELATIVE STRESSES, FORCES AND MOMENTS ON MODELS IN .. ....
PRESSURIZED AND ATMOSPHERIC WIND TUNNELS 0

Consider a model of a simple aircraft mounted on a sting or single strut in a wind tunnel
as shown in Figure 17. Assuming that the drag, D, lift, L, and pitching moment, M., are the
only aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the wing at the I chord as shown, then the - -
force components along the x, y and z axis at a section of the wing are

F ., oc q.1.m2  (1)

and the moment components along the same axes are

M . oc q.lm3  
(2)

The ratio of the stresses at corresponding locations on geometrically similar models tested in
pressurized and atmospheric tunnels under similar conditions and at the same temperature
can then be written as:

"F.,p/TFxa " (qp/qa)(mp/ n,a) 2(A,.a/A,.,p) (3)

ZFy,p/TFy.a - (qp/qa)(Ir,p/lm,a) 2 (Ata/A ,p) (4)

"tMZp/rmz,a (qp/q.)(lp/m)( Z .. /Zrnz,p) (5)

UFz,p/Fz,a (qp/qa)('mp/ 4,n) 2(A., 8/A,,) (6)

aMX p~aMX ,, (q p/q.)( . 'I .) 3(Z .,./Z .p) (7).

My'p/tMy'a - (qp/qa)( m,p/lm,a) 3 (ZyIa/Zy,p) (8) -

These equations can be used in a stress analysis to estimate the relative design stresses required -
for a given load member, or to give the relative section modulus and area for a given design :
stress.

Normally, and particularly at small angles of incidence, the stresses due to the drag, the
force along the z axis, and the pitching moment are all small with respect to the stress caused by
the lift so that, in most cases, the stresses and the dimensions of the load carrying members in
the models can be compared using equations (4) and (7). If the models are not tested under similar
conditions, for example, if the drag, lift and pitching moment coefficients are influenced signi-
ficantly by testing at different Mach or Reynolds numbers, then these changes should be taken
into account.

0 .
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APPENDIX III

RELATIVE MODEL AND STING DEFLECTIONS IN PRESSURIZED
AND ATMOSPHERIC WIND TUNNELS 0

To illustrate the effects of model deflection in a pressurized tunnel compared with an atmos-
pheric tunnel consider the wing of the aircraft referred to in Appendix II. Only the twist of the

wing, 4b, due to the pitching moment, and the deflection at right angles to the chord in the

y-z plane, OY, due to the lift are considered, and are given by

Soc I ./GJm, )  (I)

and

O,/ 1 . m4 q/(E 1,) (2)

For geometrically similar models tested in pressurized and atmospheric tunnels the relative

twist and deflection are therefore

Oz./Oz.a = (qp/q.)( Ip/ l.)
4 (Ga/Gp)(JMz.,/JM..p) (3)

and

(OY,, m.p)/(Oya/1 e,&) (qp/q)( I mI,.) m=a)(E/Ep)(Ia,/ I,) (4) 0

• . .
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2.2( -P ) =55

2.2Pp/ a p'/a)D =

- - -- (P p/Pa)0 =

2. (P P/Pa) = 2
RNa p* aD/a

1 .8

1.66

1.4

1. 2pa

1 .0

NS

0. 8
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MNp/MNa or V p/Va

F ig. 2 Reynolds number, Mach number and velocity ratios for tunnels with
CP =Ca, NP =N., and design pressures of 2, 3,4 and 5 atmospheres.
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